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Reliable monitoring data are essential for robust analyses of climate variability and, in particular, long-term trends.
In this regard, a gridded, homogenized data set of monthly precipitation totals - HOMPRA Europe (HOMogenized
PRecipitation Analysis of European in-situ data)- is presented.

The data base consists of 5373 homogenized monthly time series, a carefully selected subset held by the
Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC). The chosen series cover the period 1951-2005 and contain less
than 10% missing values.

Due to the large number of data, an automatic algorithm had to be developed for the homogenization of
these precipitation series. In principal, the algorithm is based on three steps:
* Selection of overlapping station networks in the same precipitation regime, based on rank correlation and Ward’s
method of minimal variance. Since the underlying time series should be as homogeneous as possible, the station
selection is carried out by deterministic first derivation in order to reduce artificial influences.
* The natural variability and trends were temporally removed by means of highly correlated neighboring time
series to detect artificial break-points in the annual totals. This ensures that only artificial changes can be detected.
The method is based on the algorithm of Caussinus and Mestre (2004).
* In the last step, the detected breaks are corrected monthly by means of a multiple linear regression (Mestre, 2003).

Due to the automation of the homogenization, the validation of the algorithm is essential. Therefore, the
method was tested on artificial data sets. Additionally the sensitivity of the method was tested by varying the
neighborhood series. If available in digitized form, the station history was also used to search for systematic errors
in the jump detection.

Finally, the actual HOMPRA Europe product is produced by interpolation of the homogenized series onto
a 1◦ grid using one of the interpolation schems operationally at GPCC (Becker et al., 2013 and Schamm et al.,
2014).
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